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-……………… and finding a job …………… not easy in a foreign country. 

a) living – is  b) lived – are c) living – are d) lives - is 

-   Instead of ……………….mathematics, Jack decided to study history at university. 

a) study  b) to study  C) studied  d) studying 

- I ………………two poem books since I…………………… to this city. 

a) have written – moved   b) have written- am moving        

C)  wrote-moved    d) wrote - have moved 

- A:"Have you finished …………… that book?" B:"No I haven't ………… it yet."  

a) read - finished         b) reading - finishing      

C) to read – finishing   d) reading - finished 

- I want to go back to work if I can find somebody to ……………… the children.  

a) call back  b) look for  C) look after  d) go away  

-The pilot of the airplane had to make a /an………………landing because of the very bad weather.  

a) strategy                          b) emergency                

C) communication             d) experiment  

- Parents should teach their children to behave ………………………….in the public.    

a)  fluently  b) properly  C) especially  d) absolutely   

- Modern technology like cellphones has …………………the lives of many children these days.  

a) measured  b) saved  C) influenced d) cured 

- Mary is a lazy student. She doesn't usually ………………………in any of the class activities. 

a) take care  b) take place  C) take away  d) take part  

- In some countries it is …………………… to sell cigarette to people under the age of . 

a) forbidden  b) believed  C) included  d) thought  

-Whoever correctly …………….…. what in my hand is will win two tickets to cinema. 

a) surfs  b)guesses  C)climbs  d)gains 

- I know a fat person who has been on a ………... for a month to lose weight. 

a) diet   b) medicine  C)health  d)quince 

 



-…………. is a food that is not good for your health because it has high amounts of fat or sugar. 

a) Meat  b) Chicken soup C) Junk food  d) Carrot 

-He was ………….…. with writers and painters and rarely came home at night. 

)increasing  b) improving C) preferring  d) hanging out 

-The boy …………….  kilos during the summer because he was eating a lot and didn’t do any 

exercise. 

a)lost   b) made  C) moved  d) gained 

-Which sentence is grammatically WRONG? 

a) How many times have you seen this movie? 

b) Her friend has never been abroad. 

) Have your best friend ever tried fish for breakfast? 

d) I haven’t seen my best friend since last Monday. 

- My car broke  again on the weekend." 

a) down                   b) up                          C)in d)through 

--------------------how to paint has always been my dream. 

a) Learn  b) Learning  C)To learning d) Learned 

Cloze Test: 

- Pablo Picasso was born in Malaga, Spain in .His father was a drawing teacher, and Pablo 

became his father’s pupil and at the age of , he -----()------ his first ------()------. His family 

moved to Barcelona in  where Pablo joined an art academy. As a young man, he took 

interest in masterpieces of famous artists ------ ()------ El Greco and de Goya. In , a close 

friend of Picasso shot himself, which had a great ------()------ on Pablo. He was very sad and 

began painting his pictures in grey and blue tones instead of bright, ------()------- colors. This 

part of his career is called his Blue Period. 

a) talked  b) held  c) distributed d) gave away 

a) shop  b) show  c) concert  d) exhibition 

a) like  b) if   c) then  d) both 

a) focus  b) impact  c) dependence d) invitation 

a) acceptable b) special  c) vivid  d) vague 

 



Reading Comprehension: 

- Little is known about Socrates' early life except that he served several times as a soldier and 

showed great bravery. He was born in Athens when that city was the leader of the world in 

literature, art, and government. Socrates knew all the most famous writers and statesmen of his 

time, but he had no desire to be famous himself. He only wanted to show people how to live 

wisely and happily, and to convince them that wisdom and honesty are more important than 

riches or fame. His guiding rule was "know yourself". The young men of Athens were eager to 

learn from him. Socrates did not write down his teachings or invent any system of philosophy. 

Instead he talked with the young men wherever he met them, and started them thinking for 

themselves about what is good in life. Some of these young men later became writers and wrote 

down Socrates' ideas. The most important of his followers was Plato. Plato's writings are 

Dialogues in which the main speaker is Socrates, discussing some question with his young 

friends. Socrates would ask one of them to give an opinion on a subject. Socrates would then ask 

him questions. Often the person questioned had not really thought very deeply and had no good 

reason for his opinion. Then by more questioning they all tried to find the true answer. This 

method of learning the truth by asking questions has been named "Socratic" or "dialectic". 

-According to the passage, for some time in his life Socrates …………………….. . 

a) was a soldier b) served soldiers in Athens 

c) encouraged soldiers to be brave d) taught philosophy to brave soldiers 

- According to the passage, Socrates…………………….. . 

a) tried to tell people how to live well   

b) attempted to invent a system of philosophy 

c) had his students write down his lessons 

d) used writers' influence to become famous 

- All of the following are true about Plato EXCEPT that he …………………….. . 

a) was an important student of Socrates 

b) helped a method of learning the truth develop 

c) learned things from Socrates when he was a young man 

d) wrote a book in which he used one of the speakers to attack the ideas of Socrates 

- The word "him" refers to …………………….. . 

a) Socrates b) Plato himself 

c) a speaker in Plato's book  d) a student of Plato 



- It can be understood from the passage that Socrates was born at a time when …………… 

a) Greece was under the control of soldiers 

b) Athens was in its best days 

c) no one lived happily and wisely 

d) his country needed more soldiers than artists 

 

 جایگزین

91-  It is no use running. Our train........... 

a. Left 

b. Has left 

c. Have left 

d. was going to leave 

02- The children's room looks neat.  

yes, they...................... 

a.just cleaned them 

b. were cleaning them 

c. have just cleaned it 

d. haven't cleaned it yet 

91- b 

02- c 

 

 کلید:

- c   -d   -a   -d   -c 

-b   -b   -c   -d   -a 

-b   -a   -c   - d   -d 

-c   -a   -b    

Cloze Test: 

b  d  a  b  c 

Reading Comprehension: 

a  a  d  c  b 

 

 


